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We recently asked 100 managing partners to

each year. For example, tax strategies are now

address their mind to one question: What

being patented through the U.S. Patent Office.

forces, already at work within our profession,

Tax practitioners could face new liability dan-

have the greatest potential to profoundly

gers as a result of the actions of tax shelter pro-

We wonder how worried U.S. capital market

transform (positively or negatively) your firm’s

moters who patent their tax reduction strate-

lawyers are about one particular international

future in the next three years? What follows are

gies. Following from that, if tax professionals

trend. A couple of law firm leaders expressed

the views of 47 firm leaders, representing firms

are aware that the tax planning methods that

their concern for “the recent drain of interna-

from 100 to over 3000 lawyers in size:

they are helping clients to implement are

tional public offerings flowing from New York

patented, attorneys and accountants may

to London”. We were told that where New York

incur patent infringement liability.

once had 59% of global IPO’s raising more

Patenting of Business Processes

Changes on the International
Stage

than $1bn (in 2001), it now has a mere 6.5%
One of the more intriguing forces brought to our

For the time being, tax and estate planning is

attention was a managing partner who informed

the most likely area that risks patent infringe-

Behind the scenes, we suspect that there are a

us, “A highly fragmented patent regime com-

ment litigation. However, we are being told

number of law firms quietly wondering if

bined with differing interpretations across inter-

that real estate, and corporate M&A could also

London could ever possibly displace New York

national boundaries and a relatively new initia-

become at risk. The firm leader who initially

as the world’s financial center – at least in the

tive to patent business processes could introduce

brought this burning issue to our attention

lucrative, high margin practices. While New

some potential threats in years to come.”

asked rhetorically, “As attorneys, should we

York remains the center of the hedge fund and

now begin applying for patents on strategies

private equity worlds, London is increasingly

According to this individual, over 8000 appli-

that we have discovered in solving particular-

the key center for innovation in important parts

cations for business methods are now filed

ly thorny problems for clients?”

of the derivatives and structured finance world.
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is static and the demand is growing every year.
So this is a really tough business right now. It's

more financial business from continental
Europe to the UK and move some of those US

For some, this rivalry would continue to drive

not that hard to stand still, but very challenging

firms with strong London and European offices

the trend toward even more mergers in the

to grow PPP every year, at least if the firm is

into an enviable competitive position?

coming years. From a Chicago-based firm

being honest in what it reports.”

leader: “The trend which concerns me more

Continuation of Outsourcing

than anything else is what I see as the business

Generational Differences

strategy being carried out by most of the mid- to
Perhaps fueled by media reports and an article in

large-sized law firms in the US. The strategy

Research conducted for the Future Law Office

Business Week, a number of managing partners

seems to be based on two premises: that a firm

project shows the presence of four genera-

cited their concern over “a growing number of

can enter the top ranks of law firms only by

tions—Traditionalists,

Fortune 1000 companies looking to secure
legal services from low-cost providers in India,
China, South Korea or other such locations.”
While this is not a new trend, the firm leaders we heard from are now suggesting that
more of their clients seem to be investigating
and experimenting with this option. One
managing partner told us that “in April,

Baby

Boomers,

Generation X and Generation Y—in the

W

workforce for perhaps the first time ever.
And, one managing partner lamented, “the

hile this might be a

next generation of lawyers finds much
about our profession that they do not like.

viable strategy if pursued

Massive firms, with summer programs in

by a handful of law firms,

excess of 200 lawyers and multiple offices

if virtually all the mid- to

lawyers in India were carrying out the due

large-size firms pursue it, it

diligence work for an acquisition financed by

will become self-defeating.

consisting of unconnected people, become
impersonal and are viewed as increasingly
unsatisfying career tracks.”

a major UK bank.” Apparently, this M&A

Yet another countered that this was more

work was being handled by lawyers qualified

one of having uninspired and unmotivated

to UK law practice standards and paid only

attracting high-end business from multination-

young lawyers, “Things aren't like they were in

$12,200 to $21,000 per year.

al clients and that a firm can only attract such

the ‘old days.’ Young lawyers don't seem to have

business if it is of mega-size and present in

the same work ethic and aren't always interest-

numerous markets. While this might be a viable

ed in the partner career track. Yet firms are

strategy if pursued by a handful of law firms, if

caught up in the salary spiral, increasing the

Competition, in all of it’s various forms, was on

virtually all the mid- to large-size firms pursue it,

costs of hiring and training the junior lawyers.

the minds of many of our respondents. As the

it will become self-defeating.”

I'm not at all sure what the answer to this is. It

Increasing Competition

may be that the law firm of the future will have

buying habits of sophisticated clients evolve, so
too has the information available to them from

As firms grow bigger and clients reduce the num-

many fewer partners than we see today, with

which to measure and assess different law firms.

ber of outside firms they employ, some see a

many more contract lawyers, working for a

For firms seeking to corner the most lucrative

breakdown in the lawyer-client relationship.

good but not exorbitant salary, where quality is

work, league tables and other rankings having

“More and more clients, especially large compa-

uneven and partners oversee dozens of staff.

grown in importance. One firm leader

nies, are treating outside professionals as vendors.

Could this be the coming of the Big Accounting

expressed his dismay, “The convergence process

Another managing partner commented, “the

Firm model?”

is pushing clients’ best work to fewer and fewer

advent

firms; most of which seem to be chosen based

Department entering into the picture, in an active

The Chairman of a national firm with over a

on the particular firm’s standing with respect to

way, to negotiate billings rates is absolutely count-

dozen offices summarized everything we were

how many deals they’ve handled in a particular

er the lip-service that had been given by GC’s to

hearing far better than we could, when he said,

area over the past year. It is becoming critically

wanting to ‘partner’ with their outside law firms!”

“The founder and retired Chairman of INTEL

of

the

Corporate

Procurement

Corporation Andy Grove’s comment ‘if you are

important to get our firm onto key deal lists.”
Many also talked about the competition for tal-

not paranoid you just don’t understand the sit-

Others ruminated about the increasing rival-

ent. The Chair of one firm reported, “Law firms

uation’ comes to mind these days. It is hard to

ry amongst firms. “Getting on the short list

are facing increasing competition to get the

think of an issue facing law firms that is not in

these days is not easy. Even if you have the

best work. To get the best work, we need the

a sense ‘more burning’ than it was last year or

expertise, you may not get on the list unless

best talent. The competition for the best talent

the year before.”

you also have size and depth. That is our

is fiercer than ever. The number of top students
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